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SUMMARY 
A theoretical investigation of the shock wave· stability 
applicable to "sonic" and supersonic inlets is presented. 
It is assumed that the boundary layer remains attached 
and that the principal solll'ces of instability are the 
acoustic wave reflections from the shock wave and the 
compressor face. 
The analysis is based on linearized one-dimensional 
flow theory and involves the solution of the wave equation 
with variable coefficients. The solution is obtained 
by series expansion. 
The results suggest that shock stability is mainly 
dependent on the shock strengt� and to a certain extent 
on the area distribution. For a given geometry, increasing 
the shock strength increases the shock stability. For 
strong shocks parabolic diffusers are found to be 
generally more stable than bell-shaped diffusers, 
whereas bell-shaped diffusers are more stable for 
weak shocks. 
The present solution was found to compare favorably 
with existing information in this field and reduces to 
the known solution of a constant area duct. 
The present method of solution can also be adapted 
to the case of a supersonic inlet and the same method 
of approach can be applied to certain two-dimensional 
supersonic flow.problems, since- the governing differen­
tial equations are_ of.the same form. 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
Currently many attempts are being made to reduce 
inlet noise in high by-pass ratio turbofan engines. 
So far, one of the most promising approaches to the 
problem is the "sonic inlet" with a collapsible center 
body; during landing approach the center body is inflated, 
choking the, diffuseF and hence preventing inlet noise 
from propagating outwards. A shock wave is formed 
downstream of the throat, thus reducing the Mach 
number thereafter to the required value at the 
compressor face. The presence of the shock wave and of 
an adverse pressure gradient in the subsonic region of 
the diffuser usually requires boundary layer control 
in order to prevent separation and severe pressure 
losses. Any violent oscillations of the shock wave 
can cause the compressor to surge; hence it is quite 
important to determine whether or not the shock pattern 
is stable. It is also equally important to know the 
response of the shock to impulse variations in conditions 
(e.g. -- g·usts) and to time-dependent variations in the 
engine-operating parameters (e. g. change in diffuser 
back pressure). 
3 
A detailed discussion of the aerodynamics of 
the sonic inlet is given in Reference 1. The purpose 
of this investigation is to present a theoretical 
analysis of the shock stability problem not discussed 
in Reference 1. 
Shock instabilities in sonic inlets have been 
first observed by Oswatitsch in 1944 [2/*. Early attempts 
to find an _analytical solution to the problem were made 
in the fifties in connection with ramjet buzz. 
Most of the authors involved in these investigations 
attributed these instabilities to one of two main reasons: 
1) Acoustic wave reflections /3,4,5/ 
2) Boundary layer separation /6,7/ 
In all instances a constant area duct was assumed 
to represent the ramjet engine. 
In recent years, only a very few attempts have been 
made to determine the dynamic characteristics of supersonic 
inlets. The shock stability problem is similar to the 
sonic inlet except that the existence of an oblique 
shock at the supersonic inlet adds an extra element. 
*Numbers between brackets indicate references at the 
end of the text. 
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Opposite to our case, the oscillations of the normal 
shock in a supersonic inlet are coupled with considerable 
variations in the rate of mass flow because of the asso­
ciated oscillations of the oblique shock. For a fixed 
geometry, design rate of mass flow can be obtained for 
only one combination of the oblique and normal shocks. 
This added parameter is in its.elf another source that 
can cause instability in supersonic inlets. 
In most of those attempts, various simulation and 
approximation techniques were used. Under a research 
program conducted at Boeing and aimed at matching the 
inlet with the engine [B_/, an analogue computer was 
used to simulate both the engin� and the inlet, thus 
allowing the non-linear terms to be taken into considera­
tion. Fraiser /9_/ using a lumped analysis assumed the 
subsonic mass of air to behave as one unit but his 
analysis does not lead to any detailed information 
about the time history of the response at arbitrary 
stations. It also gives no information about the 
effect of time-dependent variations and can be used 
only in very restricted cases. 
The amount of published experimental information 
in this field is negligible and- only very restricted 
results associated with highly specialized problems 
could be found. 
5 
In our case a constant-area or lumped-mass represen­
tation is not adequate and a relatively detailed analysis 
taking into consideration the variation in the steady 
flow parameters is required. 
6 
CHAPI'ER I 
ANALYSIS 
Any disturbance occurring upstream of the throat 
section of the inlet will travel downstream with the 
flow across the subsonic, sonic and supersonic regimes, 
crossing the shock wave to th.e subsonic region and to 
the diffuser exit. There it will be reflected from the 
compressor face. It will then travel back upstream 
? 
across the subsonic region until it reaches the shock 
wave, but as its speed of propagation, relative to the 
moving fluid, is equal to the local speed of sound, it 
will fail to enter the supersonic regime and will be 
reflected once more into the subsonic region and so on. 
Thus it is clear that the supersonic regime is essentially 
stable, hence we need only concern ourselves with the 
stability of the subsonic region enclosed Qetween the 
shock wave and the compressor face. 
Basic Assumptions: 
In order to obtain a reasonably concise analytical 
solution, a number of simplifications are introduced. 
Thus we assume that: 
I- The flow in the diffuser can adequately be con­
sidered a one-dimensional flow, hence irrotational. 
However, caution should be exercised when the 
results are applied to diffusers with relatively 
large angles. 
II- Air behaves as a perfect gas. 
III- The boundary layer remains attached, hence 
instability can only be of acoustic origins 
and· viscous effects can be neglected. 
IV- Heat transfer between the diffuser and the 
environment is negligible, which is usually 
the case in practice. 
We also adopt the classical definition of dyna�ic 
stability : If in a system, when disturbed- from its 
steady state, the disturbance �ill tend to disappear 
after a finite number of oscillations, then this system 
is stable. If it sustains oscillations of constant 
amplitude about its steady state then the system is 
neutrally stable and if the amplitude of the disturbance 
grows up with time then it is an unstable system 
(Figure 1). 
The Governing Equations: 
The derivation outlined here is similar  to the 
procedure given in Reference 10, except for minor details. 
8 
9 
Stable 
Neutrally Stable 
Unstable 
Figure l. The concept of system stability 
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The governing equations for an unsteady, one-dimen­
sional, non-viscous fluid are in the form: 
Continuity: a P �p p� Pu dAx 0 + 
u (9 X 
+ + = a, dX Ax dX (1-1) 
Momentum du d �- l () . +u-+-£..E 0 . 
d, r)x p ax = (1-2)' 
whereas the energy equation vanishes identically due to 
assumption IV. 
The isentropic relation is 
p p-'Y = constant 
and the speed of sound is 
so that 
(jP dp 
dx = dP 
BP 
d X 
2 JP 
= c d X 
Hence, for isentropic flow, c2 CC 
where by differentiation we obtain 
dP 2 -= 
p 'Y-1 
de 
C 
Y-1 p 
(1-3) 
(l-4) 
(1-5) 
(l-6) 
Substituting eq. (1-6) into eqs. (1-1) and ( 1-2) 
we get 
2 d C 2 Jc Ju cu dAx 
+ u- + c- + - = 'Y- 1 dT Y- 1 (IX ax Ax ax 
Ju Ju 2 Jc 
+ u- + c- = 0 
r), Jx Y- 1 Jx 
Equations (1-7) and ( 1-8) can be put in a 
non-dimensional form by introducing the following 
non-dimensional quantities : 
M* 
a 
= non-dimensional velocity = u c* 
= non-dimensional sound veloci ty = C c* 
x = dimensionless distance referred to a 
characteristic length L = 
t = dimensionless time == c*T 
X 
t 
0 
Thus we obtain the non-dimensional equations in 
the following form, 
11 
(1-7) 
(l-8) 
2 da 2 M*� J�p M•a dAx 0 - + +-a-+ -- = o/- ldt 'Y- 1 dx Jx A x dx 
dM* M*dM* 2 Ja 0 Jt + + a- = Jx Y- l cJx 
As there are no  restriction on M* we can define 
a velocity po tential "o/(x, t)  such that 
Substituting in eq. (1-Ba) we get 
12 
(1-?a) 
( l-8a) 
(1-9) 
Multiplying eq. (1-9) by dx and integrating with 
respect to  x from a reference section t o  a general station 
x we get 
\J't +¼�x
2 + 1 
Y- 1 
( 1-10). 
Following t he same arguments as in Reference 10, 
it can be shown that f1(t)  can arbitrarily be set equal 
**A subscript x or t denotes differentiatio� with respect 
to x or t, respectively. 
to zero. However, if there is a time-dependent variation 
in the conditions at the reference section (e.g. the 
back pressure), then a
0 
will be a function of time 
and we would have 
13 
a 2 0 
= (l-11) 
where a0 is constant. 
Differentiating eq. (1-10) with respect to time 
we obtain 
'Ytt + '±'x '-Y xt + 
2 
'Y- 1  
Ja a-= 
Jt 
(l-12) 
Solving eq. ( 1- 12) fort:, eq. (1- 9) fort: and 
substituting in eq. (1-?a) we get 
( 2_ W 
2
) ""IT, _ 2 '\f '-V _ ,rr a • x --r xx x - xt -r tt 
+ 'JI: a
2 .9- log � X ax A* 
and from eq. (1-10) we have 
dt 
256721 �OUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVE SIT UBRARY 
(l-13) 
(1-14) 
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Now let 
( 1- 15) 
and subs tituting from eq. (l-15) into eqs. (l-13) and 
(l- 14) we obtain 
and, 
A 
+ <Px a
2 _g_ log x = O 
dx A* 
(1- 16) 
The function o/ (t) can be made to represent various 
time-dependent inputs ( e. g. variation in the inlet back 
pressure, effect of a gust, etc. ). 
Equation (1-16) is still highly non-linear and 
canno t be solved in its present form. As we are mainly 
interes ted in the stability of the sys tem, we need 
only study its response to a small dis turbance. 
An increase in the amplitude of the disturbance would 
mean an unstable system and vice versa. 
Thus we let 
15 
M* = M* + 0 M* (l-l8a) 
a = 8.  +oa ( l-18b.) 
( l-l8c) 
where the barred quantities represent the steady-state 
parameters (functions of x only and known from one­
dimensional flow theory) and ·OM*, 0 a and cJ:, are 
assumed small with respect to the steady state values. 
and 
The steady state values satisfy the equations 
2 - 2 - � -2 d l Ax (a - cpx ) cp xx + <Px a - og - = 0 dx A* (1-19) 
2 ,T'\ 2 - 2 a = - ¼CY - 1) '±" X + ao (1-20) 
Now substituting from eq. (1-18) into eqs. (l-16) 
and (l-1?), neglecting second order terms in the 
perturbation quantities and making use of eqs. (1-19) 
and (1-20) we get 
16 
(1-21) 
and 
Oa ( 1-22) 
where it has been assumed that log 
A 
X is of pertur-
bation magnitude. 
dx A* 
Equation ( 1-22) is now a linear equation with 
variable coefficients and can now be solved in the 
present form. 
For constant a and M* eq. ( 1-22) is known as the 
wave equation and has a solution in the form 
c:/> < x , t ) = f [ x - < a + M • ) t] + g [x + (a'. -M•)� (1-23) 
The Boundary Conditions 
1- At the shock wave 
According to one-dimensional flow theory, the 
values of Sa and of DM* at the shock location are 
not independent. 
From the normal shock wave relations we find that 
at the shock 
l? 
8a 
= -
2 
J
·y + l 
'Y- l 2 
1 
M*2 s 
'Y- 1 
2 
(1-24) 
The proof of this formula is presented in Appendix II. 
2- At the compressor inlet 
Here we assume that the disturbance in the Mach 
number is evened out at the compressor inlet. There 
is no rigorous mathematical proof of this statement. 
However, from one-d imensional flow theory, flow 
acceleration tends to reduce any disturbance in the Mach 
number. Ultimately, if the flow is choked, the Mach 
number at the minimum area section will always be equal 
to unity provided that the variations in the inlet conditions 
are not large enough to unchoke the flow. As the 
compressor primarly accelerates the flow, then we can 
approximate ly assume that at the exit section 
u8 + ( Ou )e 
c
8 + (.0c )e 
where upon dividing both numerator and denominator by 
c• we get 
18 
M* + (D M*) 8 e M 
(8a 
= 
a
e + )e 
e 
( ◊ M*) e 
( 1 + ) M* M* 
or e e = M (1-25) • (1 �8 aje ) ae + ae 
M* 
But __fL = M 
ae 
e 
hence eq. (1-25) becomes 
( 0 M*) ( 8a) 
1 + e 1 + = 
M* ae e 
SM* M* 
or 
( 8 a )e 
e M (1-26) = e ae 
Choice of Axes: 
In order to avoid any singu larities in the solution 
we choose the origin of the axes (Y=O) at the inlet 
section of the compressor and the diffuser axis coin­
ciding with the negative portion of the x-axis 
(Figure 2 ). 
Throat 
Flow 
Direction 
Figur� 2. Choice of Axes 
19 
/ Positive 
�--------------tO x-direc. 
Solution of the Governing Differential Equation: 
We will now derive a solution to eq. ( l-21) 
suitable to oscillatory systems. 
a and M* are functions of x only. 
We assume the solution to be in the form 
<J;, (x, t)  = 
where K is complex and is given by 
K = - iW +· t 
20 
( 1-21) 
(1-27) 
(1-28) 
A negative value of t will depict a stable system 
whereas a positive value of t will mean an unstable · 
system. 
Substituting eq. (1-27) into eq. (l-21) we get, 
after cancellation 
(1-29) 
We now assume that a(x) and M*(x) can be e_!panded 
into polynomials in x. For practical purposes this can 
usually be best achieved by curve fitting, namely a(x) 
is plotted versus x and a polynomial of order N is 
fitted to the curve. Hence we obtain, 
21 
a(x) = (1-30) 
and similarly for M*(x), 
M*(x) = 
ll=O 
Also for convenience we write the function 
(a2 - M*2) in the form 
n=N 
a2_ M•2 = I dnxn 
Il=O 
where the d's are given by 
(l-31) 
(l-32) 
d = a2 u2 
0 0 0 
etc. 
Assuming f(x) to be an infinite series in the 
form 
n=OO 
r(x) = I 
ll=O 
and substituting eqs. (1-31), (1-32) and ( 1-34 ) into 
into eq. ( 1-27) we get 
22 
(1-33) 
( 1-34) 
23 
= 0 ( 1-35 ) 
Equat ion ( 1 -3 5 )  �an be  expand ed  in t he form 
[ 2d
0
b2 
+ ( 2d 1b2 + 6d 0b3
)x 
+ ( 2d2b2 + 6d1b3 + 
12d-0b4 )x
2 
+(2d3b 2 + 6d2b3 
+ 12d 1b4 + 20d 0b5
)x3 
+(2d4b2 + 6d3b3 
+ 12d2b4 + 20d1b5 
+ 30d
0
b6 )x
4 
+(2d
5
b2 + 6d4b3 
+ 12d3
b4 + 20d2b5 
+ 30d 1b6 + 42d0b7)
x5 
+ • • •  ] 
- 2K [u0b1 
+ ( u1b1 + 2u0b2
)x 
+ ( u2b 1 + 2u 1b2 + 3u0b3 )x
2 
+ (u3
b
1 
+ 2u2b2 + 3u1b3 + 4u0b4 )x
3 
+ (u4b1 + 2u3b2 
+ 3u2b3 + 4u 1b4 + 5u0b5 )x
4 
24 
+ b
1x + b2
x2 + b3x
3 + b4x
4 
+ b
5
x5 + ••  •] = 0 ( 1-36) 
Equating the coefficients of each of the powers 
of x to zero and solving for the b ' s we get 
b2 
= _L [2Ku0b 1 + K
2bo] 
2d
0 
b3 = _L � (2Ku0 - dl )b2 + (
2Ku1 + K
2 ) b1
] 
6d
0 
1 [ 6(Ku0 
- dl)b3 + 
2 
b4 = 
12d0 
(4Ku1 + K - 2d2 ) b 2 
+ 2Ku2b 1J 
(1-3? ) 
Thus it is seen that all the coefficients b2 , b3
, 
b
4
, • • • can be obtained as functions of b0and b1 
which 
are left as two arbitrary constants in the solution. 
However, the coefficients given by eq. (1-37 )  can 
be written in a more convenient form. For t his purpose 
we let 
25 
fo = ( l-38a) a -
0 uo 
go a� + uo 
( l-38b) 
We als o  introduce two new arbitrary constants A and B 
(A, B can be complex) such that 
= AKf 
0 
- BKg 
0 
(1-39a )  
( l-39b) 
Substituting from eq. ( 1-39) into eq.( 1-37) we get 
( 1-40) 
b3 
b
4 
• • • 
= 1 
3 !  
1 = -
4 !  
1 b = -n n ! 
where 
and 
(AK3f 3 BK3g 3) 1 + -
0 0 
3 ! 
(Ai+f 
4 + BK4g 
4
) 
0 0 
l + -
4 !  
• • • • - + 
• • • • + 
( A fl3 - B V3 ) 
(A fl 4 - B 2/ 4 ) 
+ -
n !  
( A "- - B � ) 1 n n 
26 
Kn-1 
a, n(n-1) ( l-4la ) 
0 Kn-1 /J n(n-1) ( l-4lb )  
/343 "' f3  3 2 ( f o - go ) - 2f og� ( 2u 1 + d lgo )  
s42 = 2f og� ( 2u2 + d2go ) - 2d l f ogo /332 
U54 = U 43 ( f o  - go ) + U 32f ogo + 3f�go ( 2ul - d lf o )  
Cl53 = a 42 ( f o  - go ) + 
3 ( 2 a. 32u l - a, 43d 1 )f ogo 
+ 6f;g0 ( 2u2 - ct2f 0 ) 
a.52 = 6f�go ( 2u3 - a:,·f o )  -
3f ogo ( 2d2a. 32 + d l
a 42 ) 
. /354 = /3 43 ( fo - go ) + f332 fogo + 3 fog� ( 2ul + dlgo )  
/353 = f3 42 ( fo - go ) + 3f ogo ( 2u1f3 32 - d 1 /343 ) 
- 6f 0g; ( 2u2 + a2g 0 ) 
/352 = 6fog� ( 2u3 + d3 go )  -
3fogo ( 2d2 /332 + d l /342 ) 
a,65 a 54 ( f o - go )  + a43 f ogo + 
5 
= 4f 0g0 ( 2u1 - a 1r 0 ) 
0,64 a 53 ( fo - go )  + a42 f ogo + 
4 
= 12f g ( 2u2 - d2f ) 0 0 0 
+ 4f ogo ( 2u l  a 43 - a 1 a 54 ) 
0..63 = 0.. 52 C f o - go ) + 
4fogo ( 2u la 42 - at
a 53 )  
3 
- f od 3 ) + 12f 0g 0 ( 2u2 a 32 - a2 a 43 ) + 
24f 0g0 ( 2u3 
a62 = 24f �go ( 2u4 - d4fo )  -
4f ogo ( a la 52 + 
3d2 0.. 42 
+ 6d3Q 32 ) 
27 
/365 • /354 C fo - go) + f343fogo - 4fog�(2u1 
+ dlgo) 
{364 = /3 53 (fo - go) + /342fogo + 12fog!C 2u2 + d2go) 
+ 4fogo( 2u 1/343 - a l /354) 
/363 = f3 52 (fo - go) + 4fogo(2u J J42 - a /3 53 ) 
+ 12fogo(2u2 /332 - d2 /343) - 24fog/ ( 2u3 + d3go) 
/362 = 2
4fog� (2u4 + d4go) � 
4fogo (al/352 + 3a2 /342 
+ Gd3 /3 32 ) 
etc c> 
Making us e of eq . (1-36) we can derive a� many 
coefficients as required . 
Substitu ting from eq . (1-40) into eq. (1-34) we get 
D= CO 
but : L 
D= O 
n !  
n !  
= 
D= 00 
- I  
D=3 
n , n .  
(1-43) 
( l-44a ) 
28 
29 
and n !  - -KgoX 8 (l-44b) 
Substituting from eqs. (1-44) into e q. (1-43 ) and 
then into eq. ( 1-27 )  we finally obtain the general 
solution of eq. (l-2 1 )  for oscillatory systems in the 
form 
= 
[. -Kg x 
+ B e 
o -
ll= OO 
( 1-45) 
n=3 
where K = -i W + f 
and the µ ' s  and the v ' s are given by e qs. ( 1-4 1 ) and 
( 1-42 ) .  
Solution for Free Osc i l l ations (Transient Response ) : 
In this case, t/1 ( t ) = 0 
· J<:p 
= 
d X 
= (A 
[ Kf X 
Kf
0
e 0 + 
and 
1 )  at 
S a 
'Y - 1 
= - ---
2a 
n=oo 
+ "1 ( M* xK) tJ x
n - 1 
] L., + - 'n (n l ) ! ll=3 n 
ll= OO 
L ( iii• 
n=3 
xK ) + -
Applying the boundary conditions 
X = 0 . 8 M*  M - = . 
8 a e 
substituting for SM* and ◊ a  and setting x 
we obtain 
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(1-4?) 
= 
( l-48 ) 
i. e. - -
( l+¼ ( Y - 1 ) M ) e 
= H - (1-49 )  
2 )  at X 
2 'Y + 1 l y - 1 
2 
= - ---
'Y - 1 
(from eq. (1-24) ) . In other words 
[ -Kg x 
Kgoe 
o s 
ll= OO 
+· I 
ll= 3 
_ Kf x 
l/ n 
2 
M* f )Ke o s 
S 0 
(M* + s 
� 
-Kg X 
+ (1 - M*g )Ke O s 
S 0 
Il= 00 
n=3 
l 
= - "j 
+ l 
2 
l "j -
1 . - - ---
M* 2 s 
= 
M* s 
• -
• 
Kx 
_..§. 
n 
n - l 
) µ,n _
x_s __ 
(n - l) ! 
s ( 1-50) 
Equation ( 1-50) can be rearranged and rewritte n 
in the form 
3 1 
-� - S(a - u 0 0 + M; )] ( 1 -
� + S (a
0 
+ u -
0 
- S(M* + s 
M; )] [ 1 + 
......._ 
Y - l 
Me ] 
Kf x 
8 o s 
2 
Y - 1 - ] -Kgoxs M
8 
e -
2 
- (a - u ) ( 1 - 'Y- 1 M i.1. � xs 
n - 1 
) 
0 0 2 8 K (n - l) ! 
( l-50a) 
where we have substituted for H from eq. ( l-49). 
Equation (l-50a) is a co�plex equation, the solution 
of which leads to the quantities W and e . 
In practice this is done by substituting for K 
from eq. (l-28 ) ano reducing eq. (l-50a) to two real 
equations. As a first step we set the right-hand 
side equal to z ero and solve the resulting equation. 
Thus we obtain initial approximations for the solution 
2 7T  
( 1-5 1) 
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l S( a
0+ 
-· 
!0 • �og 
l + u - M ) 0 s 
( f o+ 
go) X l - S (a - uo+ 
M* ) s 0 s 
l + ¼(o/ - l)M J + log e ( l-52) l - ¼< Y - l)M e 
Then taking into consideration one term of the 
right-hand side and using W and C as initial o � o  
approximati-ons, we apply an iterative method like 
the Newton-Raphson method fi. IJ  to obtain better 
approximations, let them be w
1 
and f 
1
• The process 
is then repeated by taking two terms from the right­
hand side into consideration and using W 1 and f 1 
as initial approximations. This should continue until 
further terms are found to cause only negligible 
variation in the values of the roots. 
Figure · 3 shows the required number of the terms 
that should be taken into consideration from the 
right -hand s ide versus the area ratio for weak shocks , 
(error within 3%) . 
Solu t ion for Forced Osci llations : 
In this case t/J (t )  � 0 and the methods of solution 
that were used so far will not lead to the required 
solution unless t/l (t )  is in exponential form. 
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16 
12 
8 
4 
l 1. 2  1 . 6 
Figure 3. Convergence of the series for different 
area ratios. 
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In practice this can be achieved either by approxi­
mating the function by the sum of a number of exponentials 
or by simply expanding it in a Fourier serie s. Accordingly, 
we can sa:y that in general t/l (t) can be written in the form 
ID= OO 
= ( 1-53) 
ID=O 
where the "- m ' s  are constants and the qm's can be real, 
complex or zero . 
As the governing eq . ( 1-21) is linear, the n ,  for 
small perturbations, �he superposition principle hold s. 
To obtain a particular solution it is then sufficient to 
find the individual re sponses to each of the terms of 
e q . (l-53) and add them up. Thus without los s  of genera­
lity we can as sume that we will only have to solve the 
case of 
t/J (t )  = ( l-54) 
where q can be complex. 
According to the theory of vibrations [12J the 
complete solution in this case will consist of the sum 
of two parts : the trans ient response as obtained 
previously and the steady-state response. 
The steady-state solution will still be similar 
to eq. ( 1-27) , or 
cp (x , t ) = 
However, in this case, we shall have 
K = q 
If we let the arbitrary constants include the 
factor q, then we will get 
0 M *  = 
[ -qgox 
- D g e 
and 
C a  
(c [ qf 0x 
D= C.0 
fl n  n 
-
I X f0e + 
n=3 q ( n 
-
. .  
D= OO 
L Vn x n - l ] ) eqt 
( n -n=3 q l )  ! 
'\I _
- 1 ( C [ 
qf 0x 1 ( 1 + M *  f ) e 0 
2a 
qx 
( M* + - ) n 
-qg X 
+ D [c 1 - M* g ) 0 e o 
n= OO 
1 
] 1 )  ! 
(1-27 ) 
( 1-55 ) 
( 1-56 ) 
vn - 2 (M •  
x q  n -
+ - )  
X l J ) e qt + l )  ! < 2- Y )  
· . 
\ eq t c 1-57) 
2a n=3 n q ( n -
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Equations ( l-56 ) and (l-57 ) still have to satisfy 
the boundary conditions at x = xs and at x - . O 
(eqs. (1-24) and (l-26) ). 
From eq. ( 1-26) by setting x = O we obtain 
go (l - ¼( Y - l)Me) C = D -----------
. f
0
( 1  + ¼()" - l )M�) 
A M8 (2 -o/ ) + ----------
2.foao( l + ¼( y - l)M8 ) 
(1-58) 
whereas by applying the boundary conditions at the 
shock and substituting for C from eq. (1-58 ) we get 
l 
D = - -
R 
(2 - Y ) S A (l + ¼( Y - l)Me) 
( 'Y - l)go 
where R is given by 
R = [ ( 1 _ }2( 'Y - 1)M8 ) ( l - S(a0- u 0 
-( 1 + ¼( 'Y - 1 )M8 ) ( 1 + S(  
a
0 + u0 
+ R1 ] 
(1-59 ) 
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µ ) n - 1 
- (a - u ) ( l - ¼( }' - l)M ) n 
xs ] o o e � .( n - l)  ! 
Thus once the value of D has been determined , one 
can substitute back for it in eq. (1-58) and ob tain the 
value of C .  
Either of the constants A or B in the transient 
response can be determined from the initial conditions 
( e.g. initial displacement or initial velocity etc. ). 
Thus in this way the comp lete response to a 
t ime-dependent input can be Jetermined . 
However it  should be noted that the r�ght-hand 
side of eq.  ( 1-60) is exact ly the same as the whole 
compl �  eq . ( l-50a). This means that if the quantity  q 
happens to be equal to i W + g where W and f are 
the free oscillations parameters, then R wi l l  b e  
equal to zero , i.e. resonance occurs and the shock will  
tend to be expel led leading. to instability in the inlet .  
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CHAPrER II 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Response to an I mpulse Input : 
Following an impulse disturbance, e.g. a short 
gust, the shock wave will perform free oscillations. 
Under quasi-steady assumptions the variation in the 
shock position wi ll be proportional to the variation 
of the exit pressure of the diffuser. The constant B 
of eqs . (1-46) and ( 1-47 ) can be determined from the 
magnitude of the initial input , · ( A  = HB ). 
As a typical example cons ider a straight diffuser 
with an area ratio of 1. 4 and a steady-state shock 
strength of 1. 2 . Let it be s ub ject to an impulse 
variation in the inlet tota l pressure of 
= 0. 0 1  ( 2- 1) 
For s uch a diffuser, the solution of eq. ( l-50a) 
shows that the values of the dimensionless frequency 
and damping factor are 
W = 1. 106 
f = - 0. 513 
( 2 -2) 
( 2-3) 
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Under quasi-steady assumptions the initial 
displacement of the shock wave will be 
S xi = 0 . 05 (2-4) 
Also differentiating eq. (1-3) and substituting d p  
for p in e q. ( 1-6) we obtain 
O P  . 2 "/ S a  
= 
p y - 1 (2-5) 
Hence by making use of eq. (l-4-7) the response 
of the shock wave to the gust can be plotted as · shown 
in Figure 4. Figure 5 also shows the distribution of 
S M• along the subsonic regio� of the d!ffuser a t  
different instants o f  time. 
Response to a Time�Dependent Input: 
If the diffuser in the previous example were 
sub ject to a time-dependent variation in the back 
pressure as for example in Figure 6, then this input 
can be approximated by 
-o/ (t )  = A l - A. 2 
-qt e 
This can be written in the form 
V' (t )  = . ljJ l (t ) - lJl2 (t ) 
(2-6) 
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-0. 8? 
8 
-0 . 97 
Figur e 4 .  Shoc k respon se  to an impulse dist urbanc e . 
OM*  
0. 1 
- 0. 1 -
o . o  
-0 . 01 
C M* 
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o . o  
-0. 2 
-0 . 2  
-0 . 4  -0 . 6  -0. 8 
X 
Mean shoc k location 
\. 
-0 . 4  -0 . 6  -0. 8 
X 
-0 . 4  -0 . 6  -0. 8 
li'igure 5 .  8 1 : • ver sus x f o l l ov: ing an impulse dis turbanc e . 
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Figure 6. Input variation in back pressure. 
-0. 82 
-0 . 92 2 4 6 8 t 
rigure 7 .  Shoc k  wave r e sponse to a variation in bac k pressure. 
where lfl 1 < t ) A l 
qlt = e 
and lfl 2 ( t ) A 2 
q2t 
e 
with A l 
= 0. 05 ' ql = 0 
A 2 = 0. 05 ' q2 = - 0 . 7 
The corresponding steady state solution can be 
obtained for each of the inputs t/11 and tJ;2 by eva­
luating in each case the constants C and D from 
eqs. ( 1-58 ) , ( 1-59 )  and · (l-60). The steady-state responses 
to each of the inputs- are then given by eqs. ( 1-56) 
and ( l-57 ) . The complete solution is then obtained 
by add ing up the two steady-s t ate responses to the 
transient response. Figure 7 shows the corresponding 
variation in the shock position. 
Compari s on b e twe en the S tabi lity Characteristics 
of Differen t  Diffuser  Shapes: 
The value of the damping factor f for para­
bolic , straight and bell-shaped diffusers (Figure 8 )  
has been calculated for different shock strengths and 
area ratios. 
For this purpose the exponentials in eq. ( l-50a) 
were expanded into polynomials up to the ninth order 
and the calc ulations were performe d on the IBM 360/40 
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computer available at the South Dakota State University 
Data Proces s ing Center. The program used is  presented 
in Appendix III . The subroutine POLRT called in the 
program makes use of the Newton-Raphson iterative 
method for the solution of po lynomial equations . This 
subroutine i� built into the computer. 
The results showed that the key parameter is the 
ratio of the shoc k I\iiach number to the maximum Mach 
number of the diffuser M which is related to the max 
diffuser area ratio by the equation 
'Y + 1 
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1 
= ( 1 + ,1
. -
l 
M2 )) 2 (  "j � 1 )  
2 max 
(2-7) 
M max 
For a family of diffusers with the same geometry, 
the values of [ wer e found to be very close to each 
other for a fixed value of Mx/Mmax and to vary only 
very slightly with the area ratios ; al l the results 
were conf ined to a very narrow band. Figure 9 shows 
the me an va lue of such bands for different diffu ser 
geometries. Howev er this m&p should not be used for shock 
Mach numbers very close to unity. 
For low values of M /M , bell-shaped diffusers x max 
are found to be more  stable ; however, for large values 
------
Para b o lic Straight Bell -shaped 
Figure 8 �  Different d iffuser shapes. 
-t (a ) Parab olic 
4 (b ) Straight 
( a) ( b ) ( c )  
( c ) Be l l-shaped 
3 
2 
l 
0 -1----------�----,-----,..�� 
0.6 O . ? 0 . 8  
M){/Mmax 
o . 9  1 . 0 
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Figure 9 . Stab i li ty char ac t er i s t ics of  dif
fere nt diff us ers . 
parabolic diffusers are better. The straight diffusers 
were found to have intermediate characteristics 
between the parabolic and the bell-shaped diffusers . 
Discussion of the Results: 
The results obtained and shown in Figure 9 seem 
to be in good agreement with the known fact that the 
stronger the shoc k, the more stable the flow. 
Ultimately, if the shock Mach number tends to unity, 
the damping decrease s considerably and the shock is 
likely to become unstable. 
The fact that the parabolic diffuser i s  more 
stable at high shoc k strengths than the bell-shaped 
diffusers and vice versa , can be explained through 
the fact that weak. shoc ks oc cur closer to the thr oat 
than strong shoc ks. In a parab o lic diffuser the rate 
of change of the area decreases as we move c loser to 
the throat thus providing less damping to the weak 
shock motion than in the case of a bell-shaped diffuser , 
where the rate of change of the area increases as we 
move c loser to the throat. Simi larly , away from the 
throat the rate of change of area in a parabolic ' 
diffuser increases thus providing more damping to the 
strong shoc ks that oc cur there than in the c ase of a 
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bell-shaped diffuser where the rate of- change of the 
area decreases as we move away .from the throat. 
Ultimately, a step variation in the area would 
anchor the s hock. Evidently a straight diffuser with 
constant rate of change of area shows intermediate 
characteristics as expected. 
It thus seems that in sonic inlet design, the shock 
should be located as much as possible at a section of 
large rate of area variation. A relatively strong shock 
should also be used. These requirements represent ­
unfavorable conditions as far as the boundary layer is 
concerned and would require more mass injection for 
boundary layer control. Accordingly a compromise should 
be reached·, depending on the specific problem, between 
shock stability requirements and boundary layer require-
ments. 
With respect to the accur.acy of the results obtained 
4? 
from the solution of eq. (1-50a ) , provided that enough 
terms are taken into consideration to insure convergence , 
it is mainly governed by the assumption of one-dimensional 
flow.
- As long as this assumption holds, then the resulting 
values of w and t can be considered to represent the 
solution accurately at the first instants of the motion . 
This restriction on the period of validity of the solut ion 
results from the fact that strictly speaking x6 is not a 
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constant but 
= + ( 2-8) 
where 8 x
8 
can be correlated to 8 P  and D a: . However if we 
w ere to introduce eq. (2-8 )  in eq. (l-50a), the solution 
would become extremely complicated and would lead to 
time-dependent values for W and [ .  Although this fact 
has be en observed in analogue simulation tests fBJ, it 
was found that any variation in the shock position 
corresponds to a much smaller variation in 8 :p/p and 
8 M• as shown in the response - to an impulse input. 
Accordingly if the term 8 xs exp (-i W + ( )t  were to 
be taken into consid e ration, this would introduce 
corre ction t erms of on ly a sec ond order of magnitude on 
8p/p and ◊ M *,  and thus as in a first order of magnitude 
analysis these corrections can be ne glected. However , if 
more elaborate results we re required , eq. (2-8 )  should 
be used when sub stituting for  xs in eq. (l-50a), and the 
resulting equation should be solved for different instants 
of time t .  
For the linear ization o f  the governing equations , 
it is not a true limitation as far as tha· values of W 
and f are concerned. However, it limits the use of the 
theory to small amp lit udes where the time history 
of the response is required. 
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On the other hand, neg lecting viscous effects and 
heat transfer does not affect the accuracy of  the solution 
when boundary layer control is used, as this usually is 
the case in pract ice. 
Thus we can conclude that the present method will 
lead t o  adequate results as far as the basic stability 
characteristic s  of the diffuser are concerned. It also 
provides a basis for the c ompar ison between different 
geometry diffusers. However , caution should be exercised 
when it is used in connection with inlets with lar ge 
diffusion ang les or to pred ict the time history of the 
response foll owing disturbances of re latively large 
amplitudes. 
CIIAPTER III 
COMPARISON WITH EXISTING INFORMATION 
Reduction t o  the C on s t ant Area So lution : 
For constant area ducts, a and M* are constants 
and eq. ( 1- 2 1) reduces to a partial differential 
equation with constant coefficients. This equation is 
known as the wave equation . In this case the solution 
is known [2 ,4 , 9/ and is in the form 
For osci llating systems this can be expressed as 
cj) (x , t )  = 
ik( _ 
X 
a- + M* 
- t ) -ik( _ X 
a - M*  
+ t ) 
(3-2) 
This so lution is similar to the solution obtained 
in Refer ence 3 to within the arbitrary constants. 
In our cas e  for a constant area duct , we have 
M*  = uo (3-3 )  
a = ao 
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and u l  = u2 = U3 = = 0 • • • 
a l = a2 = a3 = = 0 (3-4) • • • 
d l  
= 
d2 
= d3 = • • • = 0 
where upon subs t itution in eq .. ( 1 -42 ) we find that 
a, 32 
= a 43 = a 42 
= a
54 
= a 53 
= = 0 • • • 
/332 
= 
{343 
= /342 = /3 54 
= 
fJ53 
= = 0 (3-5 ) • • •  
And thus up on let ting K = -ik and substituting 
for a
0 
and u
0 
from eq. ( 3-3 ) we can reduce eq. ( 1-45 ) 
to 
ik (_ X - - t )  
/4 ( ) 
a + M*  '+' x, t = Be + Ae  
which is  the same as eq. (3-2 ) 
- i k (  X + t )  a -- M* 
Hence our solution does in fact reduce to the 
known solution of the constant area duct for unit 
area ratio diffuser. 
Comparis on wi th Exist ing Experimental Da ta : 
( 3 -6 ) 
Although no  experimental information has yet been 
published about the dynamics of sonic inlets and very 
little is availab le on supersonic inlets, it was 
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possible to compare our solution with some experimental 
data presented in Reference 9 in- connection with a 
supersonic inlet. As mentioned in that reference the 
model tested had· an area of 0. 25 sq. ft at the contrpl 
station and an average area of 0.31 sq. ft. Accordingly, 
the area ratio would be of approximately 1. 4. It 
was also stated that the volume was 2. 7 cu. ft. 
Assuming that 
V = A L 
we find that the equivalent length L is approximately 
8. ? ft. The figure accompanying the paper also suggested 
that the diffuser can be assumed bell-shaped. 
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The control Mach number Mc was assumed to be comparab le 
to the average Mach number. The normal shoc k  Mach numbers 
corresponding to the given values of pc /Pct were found . 
to range from 1. 05 to 1.37 approximately. The results 
are shown in Figure 10. 
The frequency of oscillations is seen to be . in 
perfect agreement with the experimental data. 
Although this is a supersonic inlet this was ·to be  
expected bec ause as the author points out in his conc lu- ­
sion :  " Natural frequency is determined primarily by 
the duct geometry " rather than by the inlet portion 
steady-stat e characteristics. 
Damping 
Ratio 
1 . 4 
1 . 2  
1. 0  
0.8 -
0. 4 
0. 2 
o . o  
Fr e - 22 
quency 
20 
18 
16 
14 
0. 66 
0 . ?9 
D 
,,,,,. 
0. 70 
0 . 73 
- - - -
0 0 
tl 
Present theory 
Ref . 9 ( theory ) 
Ref. 9 (experimental 
data ) 
, 
0 . 74· 0 . 78 ·pc/Pc t 
0 . 67 0 . 6 1  
( approximate ) 
Figure 10. C ompar i s on with t he exper ime nt a l  data of 
Refer ence 9 .  
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However in the case of damping ratios the results 
presented by Fraiser do not seem to agree with the 
known fact that the weaker the shock, the less stable 
it becomes. It seems that the st ability of his flow 
regime tended to increase as the shock Mach number 
approached unity. This fact . might be attributed to the 
interaction between the normal and oblique shocks. Yet 
over most of the range presented our results seem to 
be in reasonable agreement with the experimental d ata 
he gives; in ad dit ion they reflect the fact that the 
weaker the shock the less st able it becomes. The discrep­
a�cy at weak shocks can be attributed to the increasing 
difference between the characteristics of t he inlet 
portion of the supersonic inlet he tested and the sonic 
inlet characterist�cs we assumed throughout our analysis, 
the damping ratio being mainly dependent on these 
characteristics as the author points out : " The 
determining factor on d amping ratio is the slope of the 
inlet steady-state recovery-air flow . line. " 
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CONCLUDING REM.ARKS 
l. A general method for the solution of equations 
in the form of the wave equation with variab le coeffi­
cients has been derived for oscillatory systems. 
2. The method has been _ applied to the study of 
the stabi lity of the shock wave in sonic inlets. 
3 .  The method was found to adequate ly predict the 
dynamic characteristics of the inlet whenever the 
one-dimensional approximation is acceptab le. 
4. The results were found to be in reasonab le 
agreement with existing experimental information. 
5 .  The same type of analysis can be adapted to 
the study of supersonic inlet dynamics and in some 
two-dimensional supersonic flow problems. 
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APPENDIX I 
NOMENCLATURE 
Area  at an arbitrary station 
Throat area 
Arbitrary constant 
a Dimensionless sound velocity 
B : Arbitrary constant 
C : Arbitrary constant 
c : . Sound velocity 
c * 
D 
i 
. . Sonic velocity at the tbroat 
Arbitrary constant 
✓- i 
K C omplex nat ural frequency 
L Diffuser length 
M Mach number 
M* 
p 
q 
Dimension less ve loc ity 
Press ure 
Complex frequency of the input 
S Ratio of dis t urbances at shock location · 
t 
u 
. . Dimensionle ss time 
Veloc ity of air 
X Length coordinate 
x Dimension less distance 
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'Y :  Ratio of specific heats 
W :  Frequency 
f :  Damping factor 
Ve locity potential = 
¢, :  Velocity potential 
c/:> : Disturbance potential 
A :  Mag;nitude of input disturbance 
p Density 
T :  Time (in seconds ) 
Subscripts : 
a : Refers to dimension less velocity of sound 
e : Refers to exit section 
i : Refers to initial conditions 
0 : Refers to reference section 
u : Refers to dimensionless ve locity 
s : Refers to shock location 
t : Refers to total conditions 
y : Refers to conditions right downstream of shock 
z : Refers to conditions right upstream of shock 
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APPENDIX II 
PROOF TO E QU.A'l1ION ( 1 -24 ) 
The shock wave relations used here can be found in 
Reference 10. 
From t he Pr andt l equation 
M*  M *  = 1 (A- 1) z y 
8 M• 
1 - 0  M* thus = -
M* 2 
(A-2) 
y z 
z 
A lso , 
y 1 2 ) ( 2 'Y M 2 ( 1 + - 1) T Mz 
"f 
-
z 
...:3.. 2 l (A-3) -
1)2 T c y + 
M 2 z 
2 ( y - 1 )  z 
T 2 y - 1 M 2 ) 
T 
But, .J. ( l + _z (A-4) 
Y +  1 2 z T *  
2 y 
M 2 - 1 hence 
Y - 1 
z 
J. = (A-5) 
T *  "I + 1 
M 2 
- l 
z 
A l s o ,  
T C 2 2 ( A-6) � - J_ = ay 
T* - c
*2 
get 
Thus substituting from eq. (A-6) into (A-5 ) we 
a 2 
y 
But 
= 
2 o/  M2 
"/- l z 
-
Y +  l M2 
Y - l z. 
l - y _ 1 
'l + 1 
1 
(A.::..7) 
( A -8 )  
hence substituting frpm eq. (A-8 ) into (A-? ) we obtain 
aft er simplifications 
from 
0 M *  
8 8y 
a 2 
y 
= 
y + l 
2 
y - 1 
2 
1 
• M* 2 z 
Hence by differentiation we get 
Hence 
y - 1 � 
• 0 M* 
M* 3 z 
Substituting for ay 
from eq. 
e q . (A-1), we final ly 
2 
J
Y +  
Y- l 2 
obtain 
1 1 ·-
M *  
y 
(A-9 )  and 
Y- 1 -
2 
(A-9 ) 
( A- 10) 
( A - 1 1 ) 
then for M* 
( A- 12 ) 
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APPENDIX I II 
COMPUTER PR OGRAM 
DIMENSION XCOF( 10 ), COF ( 10 ) ROOTR ( 9 )  ROOTI ( 9 )  
WRITE ( 12, 1) 
' ' · 
l FORMAT(l8X , 18H STRAIGHT DIFFUSER ) 
DO 99 N= l 7 
RE.AD(ll, 2 )AR , Ml 
2 FORMAT(F4. 2, I2 )  
WRITE(l2 , 4 )AR 
4 FORM.A T_( 22X , 14H AREA RATIO = , F9. 5 )  
D099 K=l, Ml 
DK=K 
AMX=l. +0. 05 * DK 
62 
AMX2:AMX*AMX 
AXAY= ( ( 1. 2* l\k-X2/{ 1. +0. 2* AMX2 ) ) * *  3. 5 )/(  ( (7. * AMX2-l ) /6 
x ) •*2 o 5  
• • 
AS1= (1. +0. 2*AN�2 )/l. 2 
AS::P.Sl * * 3/ Miv� 
XS= (AS-AR )/(AR - 1. ) 
WRITE (l2 , 22).AMX ,XS 
22 FORMAT(2F l9.9 )  
ATl=.AR *  A.XAY 
AT12:AT1* .AT1 
.AT2=AT 1-AXAY 
AT22=AT2 * AT2 
AT3=AT2 * AR * _A.XAY 
U0=3. 04-519 1 -2. 911607 *AT 1+0. 776967*AT12 
Ul=-2. 911607 *AT2+ 1 . 553 934 *AT3 
U2=0. ?76967 *.AT22 
U3=0. 
U4=0 •  
U5=0. 
A0=0. 6925282+0. 4522 1 18 * AT1-0. 127966*AT 12 
Al=0.4522 1 18 *AT2-0. 255932 *AT3 
A2=-0. 127966 *AT22 
A3= 0 .  
A4:0 . 
A5= 0 • 
DO=AO* AO-UO*UO 
Dl=2 * (.AO*A l-UO*Ul) 
D2= ( A l *Al-Ul *Ul+2.* (AO*A2-UO*U2)) 
. D3=2 0 * (.AO*  A3-UO*U3+A 1 * A 2 -Ul *U2 ) 
D4= (A2 *A2-U2 *U2+2. * ( AO * A4-UO* U4+Al* A 3 -Ul *U3 ) ) 
D5= 2. * (AO* A5-UO• U5+A l *A4-U l *U4+A2*A3-U2*U3 ) 
FO= l. / (AO-UO) 
GO= 1. / (A O+UO )  
FOGO=FO*GO 
F02GO=F0* FOGO 
F0002=FOGO*GO 
Ul l=2 . *U l  
DlF=Dl *FO 
DlG=D l *GO 
AF32=F02GO* (U l l -DlF ) 
BET32=FOG02 * ( Ul l+DlG ) 
F03GO=FO* F02GO 
F0003=Fffi02 *GO 
AF43=AF32 * ( FO-G0)+2 . *F03GO* (U l l-DlF ) 
BET43=BET32* ( FO-G0) -2 . *FOG03 * (Ul l+DlG )  
D2F:D2 *FO 
D2G=D2 *GO 
U21=2 . *U2 
AF42=2 . *F02GO* (U21-D2F )-2 . *Dl*FOGO*AF32 
BET42=2 . *FOG02 * ( U2 l+D2G ) -2 . * D l *FOGO*BET32 
U3 1=2 . *U3 
U3F=D3 * FO 
D3G=D3 *GO 
F04GO=FO*F03GO 
F0004-=F0003 *GO 
AF54=AF43 * (FO-GO) +AF32 *FOG0+3 . *F04GO* ( U l l-D lF )  
AF53=AF42 * ( FO-G0) +3 . * (U l l *AF32-D l *AF43 ) *FOG0+6 • 
XF03GO* (U21-D2F ) 
• 
AF52=6 . *F02GO* (U3 1-D3F )-3 . *FOG0* ( 2 . * D2 *AF32+Dl *AF42 ) 
BET54=BET43 * ( FO-GO )+BET32*F00-0+3 . *FOG04* (U l l+DlG ) 
BET53 :BET42* ( FO-G0)+3 . *FCXi-O* (U ll*BET32�Dl *BET43 )-6 . 
X*FOG03 * (U2 l+D2G ) 
BET52=6 . *FOG02 * (U3 l+D3G )-3 . *FOG0* (2 . * D2 *BET32+Dl * 
XBET42 ) 
U4 1=2 . *U4 
D4F=D4*FO 
D4G= D4*GO 
F05GO=F0*F04-GO 
FCG05=F00 04 *GO 
AF65=AF54* (FO-GO)+AF43 *FCG0+4 . *F05GO* (U l l-DlF )  
AF64=AF53 * ( FO-GO )+AF42*FOGO+ l2 . * F04-GO* ( U2 1-D2F ) 
X+4. *FCGO* (U l l *AF43-.D l  *AF.54 ) 
AF63=AF52 * ( FO-G0)+4 . *FOGO* (Ull *AF42-Dl *AF53 )+ 12 . • 
XFOGO* (U2 l *AF32-D2 *AF43 )+24 . *F03GO* (U3 1-D3F ) 
AF62=24 . *F 02GO* (U41-1Y+F )-4 . *FOOO* ( Dl *AF52+3 . *D2* 
XAF42+6.* D3 *AF32 ) 
BET65:BET54 * ( FO-GO) +BET43 *FOG0-4 . * FCG05 * (Ull+D1G )  
BET64:BET53 * ( FO-GO )+BET42 *FOGO+ l2 .  *F00- 04 *  ( U2 l+D2G ) 
X+4 . *FOOO* ( U l l *BET43�D l *BET54 ) 
BET63=BET52*{ FO-GO )+4 . *FOGO* (Ul l  * BET42-Dl *BET53 )+  
X12 . *FOGO* (U2 l *BET32-D2*BET43 )-24 . *F0003 * (U3 l+D3G ) 
BET62�24 . * F0002 *  (U4l+D4G )-4 . *FOGO* ( D l  * l3ET52+3 . *D2 
. X*BET42+6 .  • D3 *BET32 ) 
63 
C3=FO*XS 
C4=GO*XS 
U02=UO* UO 
AME2=U 02/ (l.2 * (1.-U02/6 . ) ) 
AME= SQpT ( AME2 ) 
XS2=XS*X S 
XS3:XS2* X S  
XS4:XS3*XS 
tIBS=UO+Ul*XS+U2*XS2+U3*X S3+U4*XS4 
Tl= 0.2 * AME 
TP= l. +T l 
TM=l .-Tl 
UBS2=UBS*UBS 
AMY2=UBS2/ (l.2* (1. -UBS2/6. ) ) 
AMY: SQRT (AMY2 ) 
AAS=AO+Al*XS+A2*XS2+A3*XS3+A4* XS4 
AMYS=l. / (AAS* AMY) _ 
S=AMYS 
Cl= (l. -S* (UBS+AO-UO) )*TM 
02= (1 . + S * (AO+UO-UBS ) )* TP 
T2s::FOOO 
T3=Ull 
T4s (TP* (T3+ Dl*GO)-TM* (T3�Dl*FO) )*T2*XS2/2. 
Cll=T4* (1. -S*UBS ) 
Cl2=-T4* S*XS/3. 
Tlll= (AO+UO) * (l.+Tl ) 
Tll2= (AO-UO)* (l. -Tl ) 
Tll3 = (1. -S*UBS ) *XS3/6 . 
Tll4=- S*XS4/24. 
Tl15=Tlll* BET43-Tll2* AF43 
Tll6=T lll*BET42-Tll2* AF42 
C2l=Cll +Tl l3*Tll6 
C22= Cl2+Tll3* Tll5+Tll4*T l l6 
C23=Tll4* Tll5 
T213=T ll3*X S/4 .  
T214=T ll4*XS/5. 
T215=T lll * BET54-T ll2* AF54 
T216=Tlll *B�T53-T l l2* AF53 
T217=Tlll * BET52-Tll2 * AF52 
C3 l=C2l+T213*T217  
C32=C22+T213 * T216+T214*T217 
C33=C23+T214* T216+T2 13*T215 
C34=T2 14 * T 215  
T313=T213*XS/5. 
T314:a:T214*XS/6. 
T315=T l ll* BET65-Tll2* AF65 
T316=Tlll* BET64-Tll2* AF64 
T3 17=T lll * BET63-Tll2* AF63 
T3 18=Tlll* BET62-Tll2* AF62 
04l�C}l+T3 13 * T3 18 
64 
C42=C32+T3 1 3 *T3 1 7+T3 14*T3 18 
C43=C33+T3 13 *T3 16+T3 14 *T3 17 
C44= C34+T3 13 *T3 15+T3 14* T3 16 
C45=T3 14* T3 15 
C3Tl=C l * C3 
C3T2=C3 * CYL' l 
C3T3=C3 * C3T2 
C3T4=C3 * C3T3 
C3T5=C3 *C3T4 
C3T6=C3*C3T5 
C3T7=C3 *C3T6 
C3T8=C3* C3T7  
C3T9=C3 * C3T8 
C4Tl:C2 * C4 
C4T2=C4* C4Tl 
C4T3=C4 *C4T2 
C4T4:C4* C4T3 
C4T5=C4 * C4T4 
C4T6::C4• C4T5 
C4T7=C4* C4T6 
C4T8=C4* C4T7 
C4T9=C4* C4T8 
XCOF (  1 ) :Cl-C2 
XCOF ( 2 )=C3Tl+C4T l-C41 
XCOF ( 3 )= ( C3T2-C4T2 )/2 . -C42 
XCOF (4 )= ( C3T3 +C4T3 ) /6 . -C43 
XCOF ( 5 ) = ( C3T4-C4T4 )/24 . -C44 
XCOF ( 6 )= ( C3T5+C4T5 )/ 120 . -C45 
XCOF ( 7 )= ( C3T6-C4T6 )/720 . 
XCOF (8 )= ( C3T7+C4T7 )/5040 . 
XCOF ( 9 )= ( C3T8-C4T8 )/40320 . 
XCOF (  10  )= ( C3T9+C4T9 )/362880 •. 
CALL FOLRT (XCOF , COF , 9 , ROOTR ,ROarI , I ER ) 
D099J5= 1 , 9 
Z3:ROOTI ( J5 ) 
Y3=ROOTR ( J5 )  
COC3 =C CS ( Z3 * C3 ) 
C CC4:C OS ( Z3 * C4 )  
SNC3=SIN( Z3 * C3 ) 
SNC4= SIN( Z3 * C4 ) 
EC3=EXP ( C3 * Y3 )  
EC4:EXP ( -C4* Y3 ) 
Z32=Z3 * Z3 
Z33=Z32 * Z3 
Z34=Z33 * Z3 
Z35=Z34* Z3 
Y32=Y3 *Y3 
Y33=Y32 * Y3 
Y34=Y33 * Y3 
Y35=Y34* Y3 
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? 1 1  
99 
Foo3.c 1 • c cc3 • Ec3-c2 • c oc4• Ec4-C41 *Y3+C42 * (Z 32-Y3 2 ) 
X-C43 * (Y33-3 . *Y3 * Z3 2 )-C44* (Z34+Y34-6 . * Z 3 2*Y32 )-C45 
X* (Y35+5 . *Y3 * Z34-10 . * Z32 *Y33 ) 
G003=C l * SNC3 * EC3+C2 * SNC4 *EC4--C4l * Z3-2 . * C42 * Z3 * Y3 
X-C43 * (Z33-3 . • Z3 *Y32 ) +4 . * C44* ( Z3 * Y33-Y3 * Z33 )+C45* 
X ( Z35+5 . * Z3 * Y34- 10 . * Z 33 * Y32 )  
WRITE ( 12 , 71 1  )ROOTR ( J5 ) , ROOTI ( J5 ) , IER , F003 , G003 
FORM.AT ( 5X , 2Fl9 . 9 , 1X , I3 , 2F l9 . 9 ) 
CONTINUE 
END 
FOR PARABOLIC DIFFUSERS : 
XS= -l � +S 1�T( (AS- 1 . ) / ( AR- 1 . ) ) 
U0=3 . 045 19 1 -2 . 9 1 1607*AT1+0.7?6967*AT12 
Ul=-5 . 8232 l * AT2+3 . 107868 *AT3 
U2=0 . ?76967 * ( 2 . * AT3 +4 . *AT22 )-2 . 9 1 1607*AT2 
U3=3 o l07868 *AT22 
U4:0 . 776967 *AT22 
A0=0 . 6925282+0 . 4522 1 18 *AT1-0 . 127966* AT 12 
Al=0 . 904436 �AT2-0 . 5 1 18624* AT3 
A2=0 .4522 1 18 * AT2-0 . 1279656* ( 2 . * AT3+4 . * AT22 ) 
A3=-0 . 5 1 18626 * AT22 
A4=-0o l279656 * AT22 
FOR BELL-SH.APED DIFFUSERS 
XS:-SQRT ( ( AR-AS )/ ( AR- 1 . ) ) 
U0:3 . 045191-2 . 9 1 1607 * AT1+0 . 776967*AT12 
Ul=O .  
U2=2 . 9 1 1607* AT2- 1 . 553934*AT3 
U3=0 •  
U4= 0 o ?76967 *AT22 
A0::0 . 6925282+0 . 4522 1 18 * ATl-0 . 127966*AT12  
A l = O .  
A2=-0 . 4522 1 18 * AT2+0 . 255932 * AT3 
A3=0. 
A4=-0 . 127966 * AT22 
DAT.A 
1 . 1006 
1 0 1509 
1 . 2010  
1 . 3013 
1 . 4015  
1. 6018 
1 . 0203 
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